Robust, Flexible Transportation Management

Increasingly complex and globally distributed supply networks, cost pressure, volatile fuel prices, shifting capacity levels and demanding mandate of flexible order fulfillment have turned transportation management into a key driver for supply chain superiority. Leveraging power of Oracle Transportation Management (OTM), Birlasoft adds transformational value to deliver robust and flexible transportation management solutions.

From strategy through process improvement to implementation and support, complete services from Birlasoft help you realize the full potential of your investment in transportation technology.

Birlasoft Services and Solutions around OTM

Oracle Transportation Management

- Pre-Configured Solutions: Auto-Logistics, OTM Ready – Shippers
- Integration: Extensive Development
- Advisory & Consulting: Container Management
- Migration & Upgrade: Shared Services
- Support Integration: Logistics Management Platform
- Implementations: OTM + WMS integrated Solution – Shippers
- Intelligent Fleet Solution: OTM + OnTrack GPS Solution

Features

- Experienced team of consultants who have specialized expertise in Oracle Transportation Management
- Birlasoft focuses exclusively on companies with Manufacturing and Supply Chain operational requirements
- 3500 Oracle professionals with expertise across oracle applications portfolio
- Delivering OTM implementations across US, EMEA and APAC on OTM v6.x

oracle@birlasoft.com
Implementation Successes

**Global Consumer Goods and Food Product Company**

Multi-country OTM implementation (V6.x) to orchestrate global orders with precision collaboration along with solutions covering Inbound, Import/Export, Domestic Distribution, Multi-mode transport and Owned fleet management

**Captive Logistics Service provider (LSP) arm of large global conglomerate**

OTM Implementation to address complete transportation requirements along with optimization to plan with capacity constraints, improve visibility and control through GPS tracking and SMS services

**Integrated LSP with Multi-modal, 3PL and Freight Forwarding line of Business (v6.0)**

Designed and implemented a composite IT Architecture with OTM to support the three business lines

**Middle East operation of a global LSP**

End-to-end OTM v6.0 implementation to automate manual processes, foster collaboration, measure performance of service providers, increase adherence to contract and improve visibility

---

Enterprise to the Power of Digital™

Birlasoft combines the power of domain, enterprise and digital technologies to reimagine business processes for customers and their ecosystem. Its consultative and design thinking approach makes societies more productive by helping customers run businesses. As part of the multibillion diversified CK Birla Group, Birlasoft with its 10,000 engineers, is committed to continuing our 150 year heritage of building sustainable communities.
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